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INTRODUCTION
The Mongolian Altai are actively uplifting and
rotating as a result of the collision of India
with Eurasia 3000 km to the southwest. The
Mongolian Altai, as a conjugate set with the
Gobi Altai, rotate to make room for India
(Molnar and Tapponnier, 1975). To
accommodate the rotation, the Mongolian
Altai are dominated by right-lateral strike-slip
faults with a compressional component
(Baljinnyam et al., 1993). Much of the current
Cenozoic motion is a reactivation of Paleozoic
structures, following the northwest-trending
basement rock anisotropy (Cunningham, 1998;
Cunningham et al., 2003).
In the northern Mongolian Altai near the
Kharkhiraa Uul, a new fault has been
identified - the Jid fault - striking north-south
for 65 km (Fig. 1). Remarkably, in this
compressional environment, the fault is
normal.

Figure 1. View of the Jid fault from the northern
end of the study section looking south. The northern
eastward bend can be seen.

32.68’N, 91° 41.0’ E to 49° 27.32’N, 91°
43.42’E (Fig. 2). Vertical offset was
determined by measuring the length of the
scarp slope with a measuring tape and the
angle of the scarp with a Brunton compass.
The horizontal offset was determined by
measuring either the offset of the apex of the
fan or the offset of the edge of the fan. Fans
that were active were not recorded.

We determined local and regional offsets,
which led to the estimation of slip rate and
earthquake magnitude. Our work also
examines a trench dug to look for multiple
earthquake events.

One trench was dug at the northern end of the
section. Sediment type, large clasts,
weathering, and contacts between horizons
and sediment types were noted (figure 3).

METHODS
In the field we mapped the fault, measured
alluvial fan offsets, and logged a trench. To
map the fault we took GPS points, marking
waypoints at the base of the alluvial fan scarps
and, when away from the fans, at the base of
the mountain front. The horizontal and
vertical offset was measured at each alluvial
fan along the 10-km study section, from 49°

The regional vertical offset was determined
with a Digital Elevation Model (DEM) in
ArcView using the profile extractor extension
to produce profiles perpendicular to the fault.
The difference between the high points on
either side of the fault was calculated.
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regional ratio is 3.3:1. The local (alluvial fan)
horizontal offsets range from 4-30 m,
averaging and clustering around 15.4 m. The
regional horizontal offset is 1 km. Local
vertical offset ranges from 0.5-15 m, average

OFFSET OBSERVATIONS
The horizontal and vertical offsets of the
alluvial fans in the studied section have an
average ratio of 3:1 (Δh/Δv) (Fig. 2), while the

Figure 2. A mosaic of Corona images, with the horizontal and vertical alluvial fan offset in the studied 10-km
section along the Jid fault displayed. The western side of the fault is moving north and up. The offset averages 15
m horizontally and 4.5 m vertically.
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and cluster around 4.5 m. The regional
vertical offsets range from 175-600 m, and
average 300 m. In some smaller drainages,
streams have horizontal offsets of 3 m or
multiple 3 m offsets.

be showing the accumulation of different
earthquakes, with the northern scarps
accumulating more offset (Fig. 2).
Differences in alluvial fan age will also yield
differing offset measurements, although
vegetation patterns on fans where data was
collected were relatively uniform. Dating the
fans would help to answer this question. The
discrepancy could also be due to errors in data
collection and differential weathering and
erosion of the alluvial fan surfaces.

OFFSET DISCUSSION
The studied section trends almost N-S, while
the overall fault has a more NW trend,
resulting in extension along this section.
Small-scale compression is present along the
fault where there are bends to the west, as
indicated by the presence of long mole tracks.

The vertical offsets decrease south and then
suddenly increase at the step in the fault (Figs.
2 and 4). This taper may be attributed to the
transfer of slip to the adjacent fault segment

The small scale offset is not uniform, as its
wide range indicates (Fig. 4). The scarps may

Figure 3. The trench profile in the northern end of the studied section exposed silt in near vertical contact
with bedrock dipping 70° to the east, indicating normal motion at this point along the fault. The potential
earthquake events are exposed in the trench and indicated by the horizontal lines. The horizontal lines were
the base for the maximum displacement measurement, and the angled lines were the minimum vertical
displacement measurements. Silt samples taken at B for OSL dating indicate a date of 900-1000 years since
the last major earthquake event.
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Through optical stimulation
luminescence (OSL), silt
samples taken at from the
trench at B (Fig. 3) yielded an
age of 900-1000 years
indicating the age of the last
major earthquake event.

SLIP RATE
The slip rate can be
calculated with the
assumption that the last
deposition on the fans
occurred at the last glacial
maximum or just after their
Figure 4. The bell-shaped curve of vertical offset measurements suggests
retreat, dated to 15 ka (Owens
that in the pull-apart basin, slip is transferred to the other fault segment.
et al., 1998). This
assumption is supported by
(Peacock and Sanderson, 1991) and follows a
the presence of the silt or loess in the trench.
bell curve shape predicted by Cowie and
By using the average horizontal slip of 15 m,
Scholz (1992).
the minimum slip rate is 1 mm yr-1 over the
past 15,000 years. With assumed slip per
Using regressions from Wells and
earthquake of 3 m, 5 earthquakes should have
Coppersmith (1994), the moment magnitude
occurred along this fault in the past 15,000
of earthquakes produced along this fault can
years.
be calculated. With values of 65 km for the
surface rupture length, measured from Corona
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